Welcome

Updates:
- Commissioner Updates
- Office of Sustainability Updates

Commission Overview of the City’s Ethic Rules

Commissioners’ Study Session: Each Commissioner will draw on connections between a particular city plan and strategies or action in the 2019 Sustainability as part of the Commission’s orientation process. Baltimore City’s Sustainability Plan is one of many plans for the City. This working meeting will help the Commission determine thematic or action-focused teams which will support the advancement of sustainability across the city.
  - Plans from the Office of Sustainability
  - Plans from Other Agencies
  - Resources External to City Government

Proposed Commission Teams:
- Climate Change (to assist the CAP update)
- Economy
- Neighborhoods
- Legislative Action

Discussion
Public Comment

Recordings of past meetings are archived here --> https://livestream.com/accounts/17371294

Next meeting: August 17th, 2022; 4:00 – 6:00 pm.